Yahoo! Kit Assembly Line Instructions
Layout #1 and #2
 (2)12x12 Brick Print
 8.5x11 Brown
 8.5x11 Green Print
 4.25x6.25 Green Plain Photo Matte
 4.25x6.25 Brown Plain Photo Matte
 Die Cut Tags
 Die Cut Frames
 Grey Fiber

1. Trim the 8.5x11 Green Print vertically at 6.” Rotate the 6x11 piece
horizontally and cut at 9 and 4.5.” Place the 2x6” strip into the trimmer at 4
and 2” and cut; this will give you three 2x2 squares.

2. Place the 8.5x11 Brown Plain into the trimmer vertically at 6.75. Rotate the
6.75x11” piece horizontally and cut at 7.

3. Place the 1.75x11” Brown strip vertically onto the right side of the 12x12
Brick Print, about .5” from the edge. Layer the 2.25x11 Green Print strip next
to the Brown strip, allowing a .5” reveal, as shown.

4. Place the 6.75x7” Brown Plain horizontally onto the left center of the page.
Layer the 4.25x6.25 Green photo matte along the top of the Brown piece; add
the three 2x2 Green Print squares under the Photo Matte, spacing them evenly.

5. Punch out the “Friendship…”
die cut tag and thread with a
14” length of grey fiber; affix
horizontally along the bottom
of the page and wrap ends
around to the back.

6. Place the 4.25x6.25 Brown
Photo Matte vertically into
the left bottom corner of the
remaining 12x12 Brick Print
and attach. Affix two 4.5x6
Green photo mattes
horizontally onto the right
side of the page, placing one
over the other.

7. Punch out the small Brown frame and the large Brick frame from the die cuts;
layer the two frames and attach horizontally to the left top center of the page.

And the finished layout with photos added…

I really like the grouping of the 4x6 photo and three smaller photos on the left side of the
layout. I’m going to use that formula again! In filling in the frame overlay on the right
page, I simply trimmed the photo to the size of the opening and attached, rather than
pulling off the frame overlay. Worked like a charm. The photos are from a trip to the
Netherlands to teach stamping classes.

Yahoo! Kit Assembly Line Instructions
Layout #3 and #4
 12x12 Green Plain
 12x12 Green Print
 12x12 Brown Plain
 (2) 4.25x6.25 Brown Plain Photo Mattes
 (3) 4.25x6.25 Brick Plain Photo Mattes
 Die Cut Tags and Frames
 Jute Fiber

1. Identify the divided sections of the 12x12 Green Print. Trim each printed
section into an individual piece. Consult the diagram below for cutting guides,
if needed; or simply trim along divided sections.

2. Attach the 4.25x9.75” Green
Print horizontally to the top
left corner of the 12x12
Brown Plain. Affix the
2.25x4.25 Green Print
vertically at the bottom right
corner and the 2.25x7.75
Green Print horizontally
along the bottom center of
the page.

3. Center two 4.25x6.25 Brick
Plain Photo Mattes vertically
onto the page.

4. Nest the large Brown oval
frame with the corresponding
Brick oval frame and attach
to the left Brick photo matte.

5. Attach the 2.25x9.75 Green
Print strip vertically along the
left side of the 12x12 Green
Plain and the 5.5x9.75”
Green Print vertically on the
right side, .5” from the edge

and 2” from the top of the
page.

6. Punch “Joyful” from the Green die cut tags and thread with the Brick fiber.
Attach the embellishment to the 4.25x6.25 Brown photo matte .5” from the
bottom and tie with a bow on the left side; wrap and affix the ends of the
thread onto the back of the photo matte. Attach the matte to the lower left side
of the page.

7. Punch out and affix the “Sing” die cut tag to the upper right corner of the
Brick photo matte. Attach vertically next to the Dark Brown matte. Finish by
placing the remaining 4.25x6.25 Brown photo matte on the upper center of the
layout. Nest the large Brick die cut oval frame with the corresponding Brown
oval frame. Layer onto the Brown photo matte.

…..and the finished page!

I like the freedom of the open space on the top left page…use it to heart’s content! I
didn’t have many things handy when I created the page, so I stenciled some leaves from
the Ivory Elegance stencil and added one of the large stickers from the same kit. The
photos are from the 2005 retreat, and have been patiently waiting for a home on a page. I
treasure the photos taken with my mom!

Yahoo! Kit Assembly Line Instructions
Layout #5 and #6
 (2) 12x12 Teal Print
 12x12 Brick Plain
 8.5x11 Brick Print
 8.5x11 Brown Plain
 Die Cut Tags
 Black Ribbon

1. Trim the 12x12 Brick Plain at 11.25, 10.5, and 6.5”. Rotate the 4x12” piece
horizontally and cut at 6.”

2. Place the 8.5x11 Brick Print vertically into the Trimmer and cut at 5.25.”
Rotate the 5.25x11” piece horizontally and cut at 7.25.”

3. Cut the 8.5x11 Brown Plain vertically at 4.25”; stack and rotate horizontally
in the Trimmer and cut at 5.5” to make four 4.25x5.5” Brown Photo Mattes.

4. Attach the .75x12 Brick Plain
strip vertically 1.5” from the
left side of the 12x12 Teal
Print. Place two 4x6 Brick
Plain Photo Mattes
horizontally onto the lower
right corner of the page.

5. Place the 4.25x5.5 Brown
photo matte vertically in the
upper left corner. Nest a
small die cut Brown window
frame onto a larger
corresponding Brick frame
and place horizontally
beneath the Brown photo
matte.

6. Locate the large Brick and
smaller Brown die cuts from
the window frames, layer and
attach to the top center of the
page, above the Brick photo
matte.

7. Attach the .75x12 Brick Plain
strip vertically 1.5” from the
right side of the remaining
12x12 Teal Print.

8. Place the 5.25x7.25 and
5.25x3.75 Brick Print pieces
vertically onto the left side of
the page.

9. Attach two 4.25x5.5 Brown
Photo Mattes vertically onto
the top of the page.

10. Locate the Brown and Brick
oval shapes from the die cut
frames. Layer Brown onto
Brick, thread with black
ribbons, and attach below the
two photo mattes. Wrap
ribbon ends around to the
back of the page and secure
with tape.

11. Attach the nested Brick and Brown window and window centers to the layout
as shown.

I only had a few pictures of McKenna from Easter 2004…but the colors were working so
well with the paper combo. I incorporated some journaling, a few Collections die cut
tags, and stickers from the Ivory Elegance kit.

Yahoo! Kit Assembly Line Instructions
Layout #7 and #8
 12x12 Brown Plain
 8.5x11 Brick Print
 3.25x11 Brick Print (from Layout #5 and #6)
 6.5x12 Brick Plain (from Layout #5 and #6)
 4x6.75 Brown Plain (from Layout #1 and #2)
 4.25x5.5 Brown Photo Matte (from Layout #5 and #6)
 Die Cut Tags and Frames
 Jute Fiber and Ribbon

1. Trim the 8.5x11 Brick Print vertically at 7 and 6.” Rotate the 1.5x11 piece
horizontally and cut at 8.5”. Place the 6x11 Brick Print horizontally into the
trimmer and cut at 7 and 4.”

2. Trim the 3.25x11 Brick Print horizontally at 8.25, 5.5, and 2.75.”

3. Attach four 2.75x3.25 Brick
Print squares, .25” from each
other, down the left side of
the 12x12 Brown Plain page.
Affix two 4x6 Brick Print
photo mattes vertically at the
top center of the page.

4. Layer the Brick oval tag onto
the Brown oval tag; thread
with black ribbons and attach
to the plain side of the
1.5x8.5” Brick Print strip.
Wrap ribbon ends around to
the back and place
horizontally onto the page.

5. Punch out the Green “greatest
gift” tag and attach to the left
side of the page.

6. Trim the 6.5x12 Brick Plain vertically at 6.” Rotate the 6x12 into the trimmer
horizontally and cut at 8 and 4” to create three 4x6 photo mattes.

7. Attach the 1x11 Brick Print strip horizontally onto the bottom of the 12x12
Brick Plain. Place the 3x6 Brick print in the upper left corner.

8. Place the 4x6.75 Brown
matte vertically onto the left
edge of the page, and attach
the 4.25x5.5 Brown matte
horizontally to the right. Nest
a smaller Brick frame overlay
onto a corresponding Brown
die cut frame. Place vertically
onto the layout as shown.

9. Punch the large “listen more carefully” tag from the Green die cuts, and tear at
the perforation. Thread jute fibers into the large holes at the top of the tag, and
layer onto the top left corner of the page. Place the bottom half of the Green
tag in the lower left corner of the layout. Wrap a length of Black ribbon
around the bottom portion of the Green “treble clef” tag and layer onto the
right side of the page.
10.

Let’s see how this all came together!

I would have never guessed I’d end up scrapbooking my husband’s first marathon
with this elegant “musical” themed paper. But I like how the green from the
northern Wisconsin scenery just “worked.” I made the “26.2” numbers by using
the die cut numbers included in the Retro kit. I was at the CS Retreat when my
husband crossed the finish line, so we had a good friend take the photos. Notice
how I dealt with his severe case of “horizontalitis.” I only had one vertical
photo…the rest were easily modified to fit the layout.

Yahoo! Kit Assembly Line Instructions
Layout #9 and #10
 12x12 Green Plain
 12x12 Green Print
 (2)8.5x11 Teal Plain
 (3)4.25x6.25 Teal Plain Photo Mattes
 (2) 4.25x6.25 Green Plain Photo Mattes
 Die Cut Tags
 Fibers

1. Trim the 8.5x11 Teal Plain vertically at 6.25; rotate the 6.25x11 horizontally
and cut at 6.75.”

2. Attach the 8.5x11 Green
Print vertically onto the right
side of the 12x12 Green
Plain, centering from top to
bottom and about .5” from
the right edge.

3.

Affix the three 4.25x6.25
Teal Plain Photo Mattes onto
the page, as shown in picture.

4. Thread the Green “Enjoy” and “Music” die cut tags with multi-colored fiber.
Slide the tags to the right side of the strand and attach to the top of the page;
wrap the ends around to the back of the page and fasten.

5. Attach the 8.5x11 Teal Plain vertically onto the left side of the 12x12 Green
Print. Layer the two 4.25x6.25 Green Plain Photo Mattes and the remaining
4.25x6.25 Teal Plain photo matte onto the page, as shown in the picture.

6. Attach the “No 1, No 2, No 3” long Green vertically onto the top left corner of
the page. Thread the small Green “Happy” and “Sweet” die cut tags with
multi-colored fiber; affix the tags to the bottom of the page and wrap fiber
ends around to the back. Secure ends with tape.

How did it all come together?

Mom joined me on a trip to Nashville, TN, when I was still taping live shows with
the Shop At Home Network. We took the “shopping” part of the trip quite literally
and ended up at Chico’s and Opry Mills Outlet Mall. We had a blast together! I’d
like to go back and ink the edges of all of the papers and mattes to add a little
definition into the layers.

